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The Emergency Response Team 
Search and Rescue UK 
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We are the official umbrella body to bone fide ERT SAR organisations
If you have any questions or would like to JOIN please feel free to reach out at HQ@ert-sar.com  or specifically contact our official regional leaders. Thank you. 
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Our SAR Chief Gary Foo has been one of the main driving forces with ERT SAR since founding it with Virginia Foo and Paul Giles 20 years ago!  
In the coming months we have some announcements to help communities be safe, help several other SAR and disaster teams with resources and programs. We also have some great new T-shirts! 
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ERT SAR are busy executing on our plans in the UK!  
We are always training and will be recruiting and onboarding new members! 
We have our renewed focus on rescue and medical training as well as HADR capacity so we can provide the best humanitarian service at home and abroad. 
We are also (re-) launching our ChildSafe program as well.
And if you are a professional first responder and emergency services member, you may be interested in that operational capacity in the UK and abroad!










Our Why




We were established to provide relief and assistance of people in the UK or any part of the world who are the victims of war or natural disaster, trouble, or catastrophe in particular by the supply of medical aid or search & rescue services to such persons. 
We also provide training and education to support our objectives and build capacity and resilience. 

ERTSAR is a specialist All Hazards team. Our motto is: 
"That Others May Live."
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Oxfordshire




Henley on Thames, Oxon	
Your Official Contact
Paul Giles
p.giles@ert-sar.com
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London




London & Area, England	
Your Official Contact
Chris Kendall 
c.kendall@ert-sar.com
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Manchester




Levenshulme, Manchester
Your Official Contact
Ash Niazi 
A.Niazi@ert-sar.com


























OUR FULL PURPOSE (Drop down)








We were established to provide relief and assistance of people in any part of the world who are the victims of war or natural disaster, trouble, or catastrophe in particular by the supply of medical aid or rescue service to such persons. 
As well as, the relief of sickness, suffering and injury caused by any natural or man-made disaster by the provision of emergency medical aid, and the re-establishment of health and associated services and the rehabilitation of such victims where possible. 
We also provide the advancement of the education of the public by the provision of training and facilities to enable them to aid and assist in care and treatment of victims of such disasters.  
We are also the umbrella body to other official ERT SAR humanitarian teams.
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Connect! On Social Media




These are our official social media accounts! 
Please connect with us!
|  Twitter  |  Instagram  |  LinkedIn  |  Facebook  |  Youtube  |
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We are the Registered Charity The Emergency Response Team Search and Rescue (ERT SAR UK) 
Based in London, England, we are the umbrella parent body for the ERT SAR UK All Hazard Response and humanitarian organisations.
We have regional bases in London, Oxfordshire, Manchester and international teams in provinces in Canada.
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ERT SAR UK is registered with the UK Fundraising Regulator
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